Agilities are combinations of your work skills and interests. Use them to work more effectively in your career. People who are adept at working with information may be skilled with technology, talented with manipulating, analyzing, and interpreting data, or have expertise in both those broad areas. To be skilled with technology means having the ability to develop, operate, and maintain information technology (IT) software and hardware, which are critical for managing and processing information. To be skilled at manipulating, analyzing, and interpreting data means being able to collect and store information and to turn information into knowledge.

“My agility for working with information allows me to analyze the key takeaways from a dataset and troubleshoot any hardware or software issues that arise along the way.”

“I see new technology as a challenge: I’m passionate about working with information to help your organization choose the best data management system for each project.”

**This is the agility for working with information technology, management, and processing.**

Tell employers that you’re a process person who is skilled at using data and technology by using these key words:

- Interpreting
- Analyzing
- Processing
- Operating

**Cover Letter Phrases to Describe the Working with Information Agility:**

- “My agility for working with information allows me to analyze the key takeaways from a dataset and troubleshoot any hardware or software issues that arise along the way.”
- “I see new technology as a challenge: I’m passionate about working with information to help your organization choose the best data management system for each project.”

**Your Next Steps for Working with Information:**

**Use and Grow Your Agility in Everyday Life**

- Help a family member update the software on their smartphone
- Compare statistics from your favorite NFL players
- Onboard colleagues to a new technology platform
- Create a data visualization to mark company achievement

**Join the Agilities Community and Take Action Today**

- Visit [agilities.org](http://agilities.org) for Career Explorer Tools to navigate today’s job-market challenges
- Complete your Career Statement
- Create or update your resumé highlighting your top Agilities using our resumé templates

[www.agilities.org](http://www.agilities.org)